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INTERVIEW WITH

THE CHAIRMAN
Intech Designs as a company was established in 2000 when as a General Contractor
Mr. Alva was unhappy with the quality of deliverables that accompanied most projects.
So he went about creating an engineering company from scratch. This company while
understanding the requirements of both the fabrication shop and on-site projects,
came up with methodologies to create error-free outputs on time, every time.
So much so, in a short while, Intech gained the reputation of being one of the few
companies worldwide, where assignments went directly into production, with a
historical error rate of less than 0.001% of the sale price.
This was backed with policies that ensure a conducive work environment and motivated
staff who took responsibility in all what they do.
Good, business practices
practices &&corporate
corporategovernance,
governance,executed
executedbybya a
dedicated
workforce
dedicated
workforce
has ensured Intech's consistent worldwide performance, in all spheres connected with
engineering.
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WELCOME TO

INTECH DESIGNS

Welcome! Intech Designs is a twenty-first-century steel building
brand which specializes majorly in Pre-engineered Metal Building
Services. Our expertise lies in computer-aided designs, Structural
Steel Building Detailing and Engineering CAD drafting solutions for
metal building manufacturers who are for the most part members
of the Metal Building Manufacturers Association (MBMA).
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VISION
At Intech Designs, our mission is providing engineering
service of highest quality & value, on time all the time.

OUR

MISSION
Our Vision is to create a means by which Steel fabricators
across the globe would enjoy world-class Steel Building
Services of the highest quality at an affordable cost and
within workable timeframes.
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WHY WORK WITH US?
Are you a Metal Building manufacturer or Steel fabricator wondering
why you should work with Intech Designs?
Established almost two decades ago, our brand has over the years
gathered the needed excellence to offer our clients only the best in
terms PEB Design, Structural Steel Drafting and Detailing of
Pre-Engineered Metal Buildings and other Steel Building Services.
Contact us today and let us take an expert look into your existing
project and you would be glad you did! We deliver more value than
our price and this approach has kept us in business over the years.
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OUR

SERVICES
Metal Buildings and Steel construction in the twenty-first century require an
immense amount of focus on detailing and design. It is of great importance
that Architects, Contractors, Builders, Metal Building Manufacturers and other
professionals involved in the process of Steel building and construction enjoy
top-notch steel pre-engineering and detailing services with quick turnarounds
and without a compromise on quality.

Metal Building Designing
Structural Steel Detailing
Walk Through Animations

Intech offers professional top quality Pre-engineered Metal Building
services by using cutting-edge methods and Computer-aided software.
With the utilization of advance steel detailing computer software,
we provide exceptional pre-engineered Metal Building & Structural Steel
deliverables.
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METAL BUILDING DESIGNING
In the making of top-quality pre-engineered metal building designs, there is an
immense amount of focus and precision required during this stage. As experienced
engineers who are professional designers, we utilize advanced system software to
design commercial steel structures that are optimized in weight and are according
to Federal, State and County codes and regulations.
.

Given our robust technical know-how, we pay close attention to the
geographical factors involved in the construction process such as
the type of soil, seismic zoning.
.
At Intech, our work is highly dependent on this stage as once the
designing of the Pre-Engineering Metal Building is completed, the
designs with basic drafting deliverables would have to go to the Metal
manufacturer. Between the Manufacturer and Customer, changes if
any would be incorporated before submission to the concerned
authorities for approval. Once completed, the deliverables can then
proceed through to other stages.
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STRUCTURAL STEEL DETAILING
Once a client & the Metal Building Manufacturer have approved a PEB steel
building design, it is important that a more detailed representation be expressed.
Dimensions and measurements have to be stated in order to become more precise
for fabrication.

At Intech, we specialize in professional Structural Steel Detailing
& CAD Drafting of Metal Building deliverables. Assigning appropriate
measurements, dimensions and other specifications in the design to
produce Shop Drawings for Steel fabrication. Being a delicate process
in itself, it requires a keen attention to details, as it is important that
only experienced professionals handle the Detailing of Prefabricated
Metal Buildings.
As Structural Steel Detailing is our forte, we have gained a reputation
of being one of the few companies worldwide, where assignments go
directly into production, with a historical error rate of less than 0.001%
of the sale price
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WALKTHROUGH
ANIMATIONS
In the presentation of deliverables, it is very important that clients fully understand
the Pre-engineered Steel Building visual layout in order to ensure that proper
adjustments and modifications are made before any further work is carried out.
A very efficient way to achieving this is through the use of Walkthrough animations.

Walkthrough animations can be used to produce digital expressions
that illustrate an animated outlook of the project such that clients can
experience a visual sensation of how the Steel Building would appear
after construction, while also ensuring that any obstructions, clashes of
different services and or structural steel members are exposed and
remedial measures taken as to rectification.
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CORE VALUES
Intech Designs is a frontline brand that seeks to provide engineering services of
the highest quality and value, on time all the time at a global level. Our work, which
spans over almost two decades is guided by certain basic values and goals. We
offer our services in the Metal Building industry by delivering over 10,000 tons per
annum. At Intech Designs, we have eight fundamental values and goals.

EMPLOYEES

PROFESSIONALISM

We take all our employees very seriously; creating an
environment of equal employment values and efficient reward
schemes to appreciate the hard work of our employees,
dedication, and attention to detail.

At Intech Designs, we are dedicated to achieving our set targets
and goals at the earliest time possible and at optimal costs. We
work hard to ensure that our clients are well treated by our staff
whose orientation is highly professional.

QUALITY

DELIVERY

Being one of our major watchwords, we ensure that we give only
the best in any project we are on. Giving our clients the
assurance that they can get only the best from us when it comes
to the quality.

We u n d e rs t a n d t h e i m p o r t a n c e o f t i m e l i n e s s i n
professionalism and this is why we are set out to always deliver
our projects in stipulated time-frame. As we put it, we are on
time, every time!

CLIENTS

CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY

Understanding the importance of our clients in the course of
our work, we always strive to ensure that we meet all the
expectations of our clients as regarding a particular project in
the most efficient manner.

Technology is a very dynamic field of science and
understanding this fact, we have designed our brand to be
flexible such that we can easily adopt new and cutting-edge
technological developments in our work.

ENVIRONMENT

CAPACITY AND CAPABILITIES

We provide a safe and convenient workspace for all our
employees to ensure a workable and ambient work atmosphere
to optimize their efficiency.

Based on the demands of a project, we can adopt newer
methods to improve our capacities and capabilities towards the
execution of such project. This can be achieved in due course.
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ADDRESS
Mumbai
Headquarters
Intech Designs (India) Private Limited
CIN: U72200MH2000PTC124202
A-601, Bhairav, Off Veera Desai Road,
Andheri West, Mumbai,
Maharashtra 400 058
Email: intech(at)intechdesigns.com

Orlando,
Representative Office
Intech Designs LLC
EIN: 03-0467000
2745 North Narcoossee Road
St. Cloud
Florida 34771-8760
Email: intech(at)intechdesigns.com

A-601, Bhairav, Off Veera Desai Road. Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400 058. INDIA
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